As of January 2019, IQMS is becoming DELMIAWORKS, joining the global manufacturing powerhouse Dassault Systèmes and its portfolio of innovative brands.
ARE YOU OUTGROWING YOUR CURRENT SYSTEM?

CHOOSE THE RIGHT ERP SOLUTION FOR YOUR START UP BUSINESS

As a small business or start-up, you are probably using multiple spreadsheets and/or basic accounting software to track your production, but your current system can become more of a burden than a solution. As your business continues to expand, you need a manufacturing software platform that can expand with you.

As your business and transactions grow, your system can directly assist in improving your productivity through managing resources, saving time and adding value. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software is the backbone for manufacturers to monitor, track, trace and communicate business and manufacturing activities throughout the supply chain. An ERP’s foundation is created on a shared, common database that supports numerous functions – such as accounting, human resources, inventory management, order management, sales and customer service – while eliminating duplicate data entry by offering a “single source of truth” with accurate, up to date data for all users.

Grow With IQMS ERP

The IQMS EnterpriseIQ ERP system is a comprehensive solution designed specifically for manufacturers, including small businesses and start-ups. Begin with the core ERP system, featuring manufacturing and inventory control, sales and distribution, as well as financial management that automates key operating functions, including order processing, production and accounting. As your company grows and expands, your IQMS system is scalable to grow with you, providing additional shop floor management and insight with no costly third-party bolt-ons.

Single Source of Truth

With IQMS, there is only one database and one application to administer with a single, intuitive interface. Gone are multiple systems and multiple spreadsheets. Gone are double and triple data entries and exports. Instead, enter the information in one application once and your data automatically “talks” and “feeds” the other applications, providing you valuable, immediate insight and information the moment you need it.

Inventory Management

Inventory is one of the largest line items in cash flow management. With IQMS Inventory Management Software, your raw materials are tied to the system’s Master Inventory, feeding Bill of Materials (BOMs) and Work Orders. As sales orders are processed and sent to production, you can receive real-time stocking level management and alerts, asset tracking and forecasting for future reorders. These insights enable inventory optimization, ensuring the proper quantities of available inventory, increasing inventory turns, eliminating over/under ordering and overproduction, while minimizing costs.
Real-Time Decisions and Visibility
Gone are the days of monitoring processes and production with clipboards, pens and stopwatches. Take your data collection and analysis to the next level with IQMS RealTime™ Production and Process Monitoring. With RealTime™ Process Monitoring, process data is captured, viewed and analyzed in real time for traceability, increasing accuracy, improving quality while minimizing defects, rejects, returns and rework. With RealTime™ Production Monitoring, track and embed performance automatically for all aspects of production in true real time, improving efficiency, visibility and productivity. View work center performance or check production as it occurs, including total parts created, production time, unscheduled downtime, rejects and outstanding parts. Automatically generate production shift reports, eliminating time-intensive production reporting and inventory reconciliation.

Ensure Quality Compliance
Demonstrate quality assurance to your customers while achieving stringent quality standards with IQMS Quality Management Software (QMS). Quickly and easily achieve compliance with regulatory and government agencies. Eliminate redundant data entry, duplicate entries and errors by accessing your RMAs, non-conforming inventory and BOMs through your ERP, saving time, cutting costs and increasing communications.

EDI Capability
In many industries, utilizing Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) for ordering and invoicing is a customer requirement. IQMS’ EDI Software Solution translates and autofills requests, reducing processing time while improving efficiency and accuracy, shortening supply chain cycles.

Optimize Warehouse Efficiency
Whether your customers are demanding advanced product storage and delivery solutions, or your facility is looking for better ways to optimize inventory and warehouse activities, IQMS provides cost effective Warehouse Management System (WMS) software for your business. Enable real-time inventory control and production data, increasing data accuracy while lowering the cost of data collection.

Professional Services and Training
Not sure how to implement an ERP solution? Don’t have enough resources? Don’t have the right resources? IQMS’ Professional Services team can assist. With a solid team of project managers, solution architects and subject matter experts, the Professional Services team can assist small businesses and start-ups with planning and implementing your new ERP solution. Ensure full adoption of the solution through training, shadowing, mentoring and change management support.

With IQMS, your small business or start-up is in good hands, providing a comprehensive ERP solution that is tailorable to grow as your business grows over time. Be ready for the demands of your customers, including EDI and quality assurance, while optimizing your operations. Adopt a solution that will grow with you.
Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.

Dassault Systèmes, the 3DEXPERIENCE® Company, provides business and people with virtual universes to imagine sustainable innovations. Its world-leading solutions transform the way products are designed, produced, and supported. Dassault Systèmes’ collaborative solutions foster social innovation, expanding possibilities for the virtual world to improve the real world. The group brings value to over 210,000 customers of all sizes in all industries in more than 140 countries. For more information, visit www.3ds.com.